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Arthur Seymour John Tessimond - Jack to his family, John in later life - was born in Birkenhead in 1902 and
made his living as an advertising copywriter, but his true writing life was in poetry, three volumes of which
he published in his lifetime: The Walls of Glass (1934), Voices in a Giant City (1947), and Selection (1958).
Tessimond died in May 1962, two months shy of his sixtieth birthday, and it would fall to Hubert Nicholson,
his friend and executor, to make a posthumous selection of his work including a number of uncollected and
unpublished poems. Not Love Perhaps (1978) has at its heart the memorable title piece which contrasts the
idea of romantic love that many waters cannot quench' with the notion of a mutual companionship that

enables two people to 'walk more firmly through dark narrow places'.

I could have been a bit more brave Had I known a way I could still be saved. They dont feel it.
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Read Not Love Perhaps from the story Not Love Perhaps Wander Series 1 by cutiechanreza iRezanable with
22. Fremdsprachige Bücher. He worked in the shooting range where shed train. Tessimond available from
Rakuten Kobo. Tessimond This is not Love perhaps Love that lays down Its life that many waters cannot
quench nor the floods drown But something written in lighter ink said in a lower tone. There is another

reason people who are unable to love may want their lover to stay. A S J Tessimond Home. I could have. This
is not Love perhaps Love that lays down its life. Listen to Not Love Perhaps by John Surman 6231 Shazams.
Initially the record company did not intend to release any singles from Perhaps Love which first came out in
September 1981 but decided to after the album unexpectedly sold half a million copies by December. This is
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not Love perhaps Love that lays down its life. Find items in libraries near you. Find items in libraries near
you.
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